Context: The number of software applications deployed in organizations is constantly increasing. Those applications -often several hundreds -form large software landscapes.
Introduction
While program comprehension has been researched extensively [1] , system comprehension has received much less attention [2] . From a historical point of view, program comprehension became important when programs reached more than a few hundreds lines of code. Today's IT infrastructures in enterprises often consist of several hundreds of applications forming large software land-scapes [3] . Therefore, system comprehension -in our terminology the comprehension of such landscapes -is a crucial part of the maintenance process [4] . This circumstance is intensified by, for instance, Cloud Computing which provides scalability through replication of nodes and thus increases the number of deployed applications.
One way to achieve system comprehension is software landscape visualization. Current software landscape visualizations are mostly found in application performance management (APM) tools. While surveying them, we observed that these tools often use a flat graph-based representation of nodes, applications, and their communication.
In contrast, our ExplorViz approach [5] , which provides live trace visualization for large software landscapes, introduces three hierarchical abstractions [3] . First, there are systems which consist of one or more server nodes. Second, especially designed for cloud environments and their horizontal scalability, our hierarchical visualization features node groups which cluster nodes that are running the same application configuration. Third, the amount of communication between the applications is represented by the thickness of the communication links.
Besides such hierarchical visualizations on the landscape level, the ExplorViz approach offers multi-layer monitoring from landscape level to application level [5] .
While these visualizations seem reasonable, it should still be evaluated whether they provide any benefits concerning the comprehension process [6] [7] [8] . For example, the users might not understand the abstractions, or the abstractions might not support or might even hinder the user in solving system comprehension tasks.
The main contributions of the present paper in this context are:
1. An introduction to the hierarchical and multi-layer visualization of large software landscapes with ExplorViz, including its meta model and the process of generating these models from monitoring traces. 2. The reusable design and execution of a controlled experiment comparing a flat landscape visualization to our hierarchical landscape visualization in system comprehension tasks, with an emphasis on the methodology of how we operate a controlled experiment. This includes a thorough analysis of typical sources of error and the strategies chosen by the participants for each task.
For evaluating the application-level visualization of ExplorViz,
we summarize the controlled experiments for comparing ExplorViz with the Extravis trace visualization approach, for employing physical 3D-printed ExplorViz models, and for exploring 3D ExplorViz models in virtual reality.
Beneath evaluating whether a hierarchical and multi-level visualization provides benefits, we conducted these experiments to get input for improving our ExplorViz tool. 2 The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Our live trace visualization ExplorViz -building the foundation -is described in Section 2 . Section 3 presents the flat, state-of-the-art visualization of software landscapes and introduces our hierarchical landscape visualization. Afterwards, Section 4 presents a controlled experiment to evaluate the impact of using a hierarchical visualization for system comprehension on the landscape level instead of a flat visualization. Section 5 presents the empirical evaluation of application-level visualizations in ExplorViz. Related work is discussed in Section 6 . Finally, we draw the conclusions and illustrate future work in Section 7 .
ExplorViz
ExplorViz offers live monitoring of large software landscapes [3] . In particular, the ExplorViz approach offers hierarchical visualization [9] and multi-layer monitoring from landscape level to application level [5] . ExplorViz provides mechanisms to acquire up-to-date (live) information that is consistent with the actual enterprise application landscape and information systems. Our tool introspects applications and information systems to a fine-grained level, and facilitates to improve the resource capacity [10, 11] in enterprise application landscapes by means of a control center [12] .
We introduce ExplorViz via modeling the software landscape of the Kiel Data Management Infrastructure at the Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel (GEOMAR) in Section 2.1 . We introduce the application level in Section 2.2 . ExplorViz generates these 2 http://www.explorviz.net. landscape and application level visualizations from the information contained in the monitoring traces. Section 2.3 introduces the underlying meta model of ExplorViz. The trace-to-model mapping, i.e. how these visualizations are generated from the monitoring log, is presented in Section 2.4 . Fig. 1 shows the modeled infrastructure of the GEOMAR's Kiel Data Management Infrastructure for ocean science 3 on the landscape level. The large gray boxes with, e.g., PubFlow ( ) [13] , represent the systems present in the software landscape. They can also be minimized such that only the system and its communication are visible, without their interior. Thus, providing abstraction on the level of systems and only visualizing systems currently in focus.
Landscape-level visualization
The smaller green boxes in one system represent the contained node groups ( ) or nodes ( ). Node groups are labeled with a textual representation of their contained nodes, for example, "10.0.0.1 -10.0.0.7". We introduced node groups because in cloud computing, for instance, nodes are scaled for performance reasons, but typically keep their application configuration. For providing an overview, these nodes are grouped. However, they can be extended with the plus symbol near the node group.
A node can contain different applications ( ). The communication between applications is visualized by lines. In accordance to their call count, the line thickness changes, i.e., higher amount of communication leads to thicker communication lines ( ). The user can navigate to the application-level perspective by choosing one application.
As already stated, we feature a time shift mode to analyze specific situations ( ). To provide an indication, when large amounts of calls are processed, the call count of the entire landscape is shown on the y-axis. A configurable time window is shown on the x-axis.
We employ auto-layout algorithms to ensure that the user does not need to manually layout the nodes which can be infeasible in large software landscapes. The employed flow-based auto-layout, named KLay Layered 4 [14] , orders the nodes and applications in accordance to our defined communication flow direction, i.e., from left to right. Future work should make the flow direction configurable in the GUI. Fig. 2 displays the application-level perspective of the source code analyzer PMD 5 with ExplorViz. The flat green boxes ( ) in our 3D visualization represent packages showing their contained elements. The green boxes on the top layer are packages ( ) hiding their internal details. They can be opened or closed interactively. Classes are visualized by purple boxes and the communication link is displayed by orange lines ( ). The width of the line corresponds to the call frequency of the represented methods. The height of classes maps to the active instance count. The layout is a modified version of the layout used in CodeCity [15] . While CodeCity visualizes the static software structure, ExplorViz provides dynamic live visualization of monitoring logs.
Application-level visualization
ExplorViz follows a hierarchical, top-down approach [16] . Therefore, details about the classes and their communication links are provided on demand following the Shneiderman mantra [17] of "Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand." To explore the relationships between classes, the user can mark classes by clicking on them to highlight their incoming and outgoing communication links and to obtain details through tooltips. Fig. 3 displays the ExplorViz meta model. A Landscape class represents the top-level entity of the meta model. It contains a timestamp attribute to represent the timestamp of the ExplorViz model's creation. Furthermore, it has a list of landscape events , e.g., "Node Demo1 has been added" and a list of exceptions which occurred in the landscape. The Landscape class has a reference list of System s. In our terms, a System represents a logical union of multiple applications and servers. The System class contains a name attribute representing the actual name of the system. Furthermore, System holds a reference list of NodeGroup s.
The ExplorViz meta model
A NodeGroup forms a logical abstraction from the servers and applications by representing servers which have the same application configuration. An equal application configuration typically occurs in, for instance, cloud environments. A NodeGroup contains an attribute name which is formed by the range of the lowest IP address and the highest IP address in it. Furthermore, A NodeGroup has a reference list to Node s. One Node has a name (hostname) and an IP address. In addition, it contains attributes to represent the current utilization of the server and the current average CPU utilization. A Node holds a reference list of Application s running on it.
An Application has the attributes name, last usage representing the last timestamp where activity was monitored, whether it is a database or not, and the programming language . In addition, it holds a list of DatabaseQueries which represent one database query, i.e., its SQL statement , the return value , and the execution time . An Application contains a reference list to Component s. Component s represent logical organization units of classes [18] . For example, packages can be Component s in the context of Java. A Component has the attributes name and full qualified name . The latter represents the full name including the names of parent Component s. Furthermore, a Component contains a list of Component s, i.e., its children, and a list of Class es. A Class represents the lowest level entity in our meta model. It has a name , a full qualified name representing its name and including parent components' names, and an instance count attribute representing how many instances were active.
The Landscape class also holds a list of Communication links which exist between Application s. In addition, the source and target class are referenced by the Communication link. A Communication link has the attributes requests which can also be zero, an attribute technology meaning the actual technology used to conduct the Remote Procedure Call (RPC), and an average response time of the RPC.
An Application also contains a list of Communication links but on the Class level. The CommunicationClass class contains a method name attribute and has a source and target Class . To be able to visualize the actual traces in the application-level perspective, it also holds a reference map between a trace identifier and a Runtime Information . A Runtime Information provides the information about how many times the trace was called , the overall trace duration , the request amount of the method, the average response time , and a list of order indexes representing the position in the trace.
Trace-to-model mapping
Monitoring the software landscape generates trace information from the running systems. As a prerequisite, the software needs to be instrumented with monitoring probes [19] [20] [21] . After processing these traces from the monitoring sources, the model -corresponding to the meta model of the previous subsection -is generated from the information contained in the monitoring traces. Subsequently, the ExplorViz model provides the required information to generate the visualizations.
In this subsection, we describe how the information contained in the monitoring traces are used to create a ExplorViz model. Each monitoring trace includes HostApplicationMetaDataRecord s which contain information about the originating system, the IP address and hostname of the server, the application name, and the programming language. Since the traces are generated in a distributed system and potentially each monitoring record might be processed on different analysis servers, every operation monitoring record contains such information. The contained information are used to create the counterpart in the ExplorViz model. For example, the existing systems are iterated and if the current system is not found, a new instance for the new system is created. This procedure also applies to nodes and application instances. After inserting a new node or application into the model, the node groups get updated accordingly.
For generating the components, classes, and communication on the application level, the operation monitoring records of the trace are iterated. The contained method signature is used to create or update components and classes. The method call is used to create or update the communication links on the class level. In addition, the Runtime Information is created as part of this communication link. As explained in Section 2.2 , this runtime information may be retrieved by selecting the corresponding orange communications links.
Beneath this normal mapping of the traces, there exist separate records for special purposes. The special caller and callee records for RPC monitoring are matched to create the communication on the landscape level. Another special record is the SystemMonitoringRecord which contains information about the CPU utilization and RAM usage. This record is used to update the utilization of a node. Furthermore, the record for monitoring database calls is used to generate a list of database queries for each application.
Flat vs. hierarchical landscape visualization
In Section 4 , we will present a controlled experiment to compare a flat, state-of-the-art landscape visualization to our hierarchical visualization in the context of system comprehension. These flat and hierarchical visualizations are now introduced in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 , respectively.
Flat landscape visualization
This section introduces the flat software landscape visualization used in the experiment by the control group to solve system comprehension tasks.
Current landscape visualizations can mostly be found in application performance management (APM) tools, for instance, AppDynamics, 6 Foglight, 7 or Dynatrace. 8 Those tools are often driven by commercial interest and thus are not free to use or -if they have an evaluation phase -it is explicitly prohibited to conduct studies with these versions. Therefore, we had to create our own implementation of the visualization which follows the concepts of current landscape visualizations available in APM tools. By implementing the visualization into our ExplorViz tool, we also assure that interaction capabilities are the same between both groups in the experiment. This also leads to a higher reliability of the presented results.
After surveying the available visualizations, we implemented the visualization depicted in Fig. 4 which is a mixture of the concepts we rated as best suitable for system comprehension. The figure shows an excerpt of the used object landscape, i.e., a model of the technical IT infrastructure of the Kiel University. Nodes are visualized as green boxes ( ) with white labels representing the hostname of each node at the bottom. The applications running on the nodes are visualized by purple boxes ( ). A white label shows the application name at the center. Besides the label, the programming language or -in the special case of a database -a database symbol is depicted. The communication between applications is represented by orange lines ( ). The conducted request count is shown next to a line in black letters in the abbreviated form of, e.g., 10 req .
We employ auto-layout algorithms to ensure that the user does not need to manually layout the nodes which can be infeasible in large software landscapes. The employed flow-based auto-layout, named KLay Layered 9 [14] , orders the nodes and applications in accordance to our defined communication flow direction, i.e., from top to bottom. In our object landscape, all communication paths originate at a Network entity visualized as a globe which is not shown in the picture. The cropped lines at the top directly lead into this globe entity.
All entities provide more information on demand by means of a tooltip when hovering over them with the mouse. Further interaction possibilities include the dragging of the view for navigation purposes, and zooming for an overview of the landscape.
Hierarchical landscape visualization
This section briefly presents our hierarchical software landscape visualization. The hierarchical visualization [3, 22] is part of our web-based ExplorViz tool [5] which enables live trace visualization in large software landscapes.
Our hierarchical visualization is shown in Fig. 5 . It visualizes nodes and applications in the same way as the flat visualization does. However, it also features hierarchies, i.e., systems and node groups. In our terms, systems ( ) are made up of one or more nodes which form a semantic union. Systems are visualized as gray boxes with their name labeled at the top. Nodes running the same application configuration form a node group ( ) represented by a dark green frame. In a node group, the hostnames are grouped to a joint label, for example, Cloud Node Server 1 -Cloud Node Server 8 . Furthermore, systems and node groups are interactively extensible and collapsible to get a quick overview and details on demand. By default, systems are opened and node groups are collapsed.
A further difference to the flat visualization is the display of communication lines ( ) in the hierarchical visualization. This provides a further abstraction from the flat visualization which represents the request count through labels. In our hierarchical visualization, the thickness of the communication lines follows its conducted request count. For instance, the orange line displayed at is thicker than the other communication lines, indicating that more request are conducted between the connected applications. The thickness of the lines is determined by linearly grouping the request count into four categories. The actual number of request can also be viewed on demand -like in the flat visualization -by hovering over the communication line. 
Evaluation of landscape-level visualization with ExplorViz
In this section, we present our controlled experiment which compares the usage of a flat, state-of-the-art landscape visualization to our hierarchical landscape visualization in system comprehension tasks. The experiment was first described in [9] and this section is a substantial extension to this paper by describing how we generate the landscape model and providing details on our developed tutorial and questionnaire mode used to operate the controlled experiments. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to conduct such a controlled experiment comparing two software landscape visualizations.
In our experiment, 29 participants solved five system comprehension tasks. We used a medium-sized model of the IT infrastructure of the Kiel University containing 140 applications as object landscape. To facilitate the verifiability and reproducibility of our results, we provide a package [23] containing all our experimental data including source code for both visualizations, input files, tutorial material, questionnaires, R scripts, raw data, and 29 recordings of the participant sessions. The package is available with source code under the Apache 2.0 License and the data under a Creative Commons License (CC BY 3.0).
For our object landscape we measure the time spent and correctness for each task which are typical metrics in the context of program comprehension [24] . Afterwards, we analyze the employed strategies and possible differences between both groups.
We describe the design of our controlled experiment, its operation, data collection, analysis, results, discussion (including reasoning about the different performances in each task), and threats to validity.
Experimental design
In addition to general software engineering experimentation guidelines [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , we follow the designs of Wettel et al. [30] and of Cornelissen et al. [1] . Similar to them, we use a between-subjects design. Thus, each subject solves tasks either using the flat or the hierarchical visualization. Following GQM [31] , we define the goal of our experiment as quantifying the impact of using either the flat visualization or the hierarchical one for system comprehension.
We name the control group Flat Group and the experimental group Hierarchical Group . Due to space constraints, we abbreviate the groups as Flat and Hierarchical in figures and tables.
Research questions & hypotheses
We define three research questions (RQ) for our defined goal:
• RQ1: What is the ratio between Flat Group and Hierarchical Group in the time required for completing system comprehension tasks? • RQ2: What is the ratio between Flat Group and Hierarchical Group in the correctness of solutions to system comprehension tasks? • RQ3: Which sources of error exist when solving system comprehension tasks with either of the two visualization types?
Accordingly, we formulate two hypotheses:
• H1 Flat Group and Hierarchical Group require different times for completing system comprehension tasks.
• H2 The correctness of solutions to system comprehension tasks differs between Flat Group and Hierarchical Group .
The null hypotheses H1 0 and H2 0 follow analogously. For RQ3, we conduct an in-depth analysis of the results and analyze the recorded sessions of each participant in detail.
Dependent and independent variables
The independent variable is the visualization used for the system comprehension tasks, i.e., flat or hierarchical visualization. We measured the accuracy ( correctness ) and response time ( time spent ) as dependent variables. These are usually investigated in the context of program comprehension [1, 24, 30] and thus should also be applicable in the context of system comprehension.
Treatment
The control group used the flat visualization to solve the given system comprehension tasks. The experimental group solved the tasks utilizing the hierarchical visualization which includes the abstractions of systems, node groups, and the communication lines representing the conducted requests by the line's thickness.
Tasks
We selected a medium-sized software landscape (140 applications). Our model of the IT infrastructure of the Kiel University landscape represents services of our working group, computing center services, examination services, information services, system operating group services, and management services. We modeled the landscape by available information from the Internet and prior knowledge, and thus the model might not reflect the real deployment in detail. However, this is unimportant for the tasks.
In Table 1 , our defined tasks including their context and achievable maximum points are displayed. To prevent guessing, all tasks were given as open questions. Our task set starts with less complex tasks (identifying applications with a high fan-in) and ends with a more complex risk management task. This enabled each subject to get familiar with the visualization in the first tasks and raises the level of complexity in the following ones. We chose only five tasks since we aimed to stay in a one hour time slot and prevent exhaustion issues.
Population
The 29 subjects were students from the master course "Software Engineering for Parallel and Distributed Systems." For successfully solving one task, they received bonus points for the final exam of the course. As further motivation, the students could win one of ten gift cards over 10 € for the sole participation and the best five subjects each received a gift card over 30 € .
The subjects were assigned to the Flat Group or Hierarchical Group by random assignment. To validate the equal distribution of experiences, we asked the participants to perform a selfassessment on a 5-point Likert Scale [32] ranging from 0 (no experience) to 4 (expert with years of experience) before the experiment. The average programming experience in the control group was 2.5 versus 2.6 in the experimental group. The average dynamic analysis experience was between no experience and beginner in Table 1 Description of the system comprehension tasks for the experiment.
ID Description Score
Context: Identification of critical dependencies T1 Name three applications that have a high fan-in (at least two incoming communication lines). The two incoming communication lines should be on one node and not distributed over multiple nodes. 
Context: Service Analysis

T4
What is the purpose of the WWWPRINT application in your opinion? How does the process might work to achieve the functionality for the user? 4
Context: Risk Management
T5
What are the consequences of a failure of the LDAP application? Name all affected applications and briefly describe their purposes. Hint: Remember the received paper about the introduction to the university landscape. both group. Since the experience was self-assessed, we assume that random assignment succeeded.
Operation
Generating the input
We generated the input for the experiment by modeling the object landscape in ExplorViz by means of a modeling editor using our ExplorViz visualization language (see Fig. 6 ). Afterwards, we exported the model as a Ruby script file. This file contains one entry for each application that should be started. We have written a small configurable RPC application which acts as a server and connects to different servers configurable on the command line. This small application can pass off as the application names from the modeled landscapes which is also a part of one entry in the script. Therefore, the script imitates the real object landscape without having the need to instrument the productive applications. After executing the script and receiving the monitored data of the remote procedure calls, ExplorViz persists its created landscape model into a file which acts as a replay source during the experiment.
Tutorials
We provided automated tutorials for both groups of the experiment. This enhanced the validity of our experiments by eliminating human influences. For the tutorial system, we used a small-sized model of the Kiel Data Management Infrastructure for ocean science [3] to make the subjects familiar with the visualization. Both groups had the same explanation text for the tutorial except information about the abstractions in the hierarchical visualization which were only available to the associated group. As example, Fig. 7 displays the second tutorial step for the Hierarchical Group . The message dialog contains a description and an action which is to be completed by the subject. To help the user, the red arrow points at the designated entity which is to be interacted with. The tutorial was done right before the study.
Questionnaire
Both groups answered the questions on an electronic questionnaire. Fig. 8 shows the first question displayed in our electronic questionnaire. It starts with the task description and important words and phrases are emphasized. If there is more than one required answer, the dialog displays n input fields. In the example, these are the three expected answers. Underneath is an elapsed time counter which shows the maximum time and switches to a red color when the time is exceeded. The Next Button takes the user to the next question. Notably, we do not provide a Back Button since the recorded time for the question might overlap with the other recorded time of other questions.
An electronic version provides three advantages over using sheets of paper for us. First, time cheating by the subjects is impossible since the timings are automatically recorded. Second, we avoid a possible error-prone manual digitalization by direct electronic capture. Lastly, the participants are forced to input valid answers for category fields, e.g., their experience.
Pilot study
To check whether the material and questions are understandable for the target population, we conducted a pilot study with two master students as participants before the actual experiment. After this study, we improved the materials based on the feedback. In addition, we added hints to the tasks which were perceived as too difficult or which were misunderstood. While the hint for Task 3 might hinder the visual query in the Hierarchical Group , the hint for Task 5 does not favor any group.
Procedure
Our experiment took place at the Kiel University. Each participant had a single session of up to 45 minutes. All subjects used the same computer which had a display resolution of 1920 × 1200. Before the experiment took place, we benchmarked the computer to ensure that both types of visualization run smoothly. We run the study one student at a time.
At the beginning of each session, each subject received a sheet of paper containing a short introduction to the object landscape and a description of selected applications which might be unknown. We gave the subjects sufficient time for reading before they could access the computer. After telling the participants that they can ask questions at all times, a tutorial for the respective visualization type was started. Subsequently, the questionnaire part was started with personal questions and experiences. Afterwards, the system comprehension tasks begun. The session ended with the debriefing questions.
The less complex tasks (T1, T2, T3, T4) had a time allotment of 5 minutes. The more complex task T5 had an allotment of 10 minutes. The elapsed time was displayed beneath the task description during each task. The subjects were instructed to adhere to this timing. However, if they reached overtime, the timer was only highlighted in red and they were not forced to end the task.
Data collection
Timing and tracking information
The timing information for each task is automatically determined by our electronic questionnaire. In addition, the computer screen of every session is captured using a screen capture tool. With the screen recordings, we could analyze the behavior of each participant. Furthermore, it enabled us to look for exceptional cases, for instance, tool-related problems encountered by the participants such as accidentally closing the web browser. The recordings become important in the case of tool-related problems since the timing data must manually be corrected and it must be reconstructed how long the subject actually worked on the task. The recordings are provided in the replication package [23] , such that other researchers may re-check these manual corrections.
Correctness information
The open question format implies to conduct a blind review for rating the given answers. The two reviewers first agreed upon sample solutions and a maximum score for each task. A script randomized the order of the solutions so that no association between the answers and the originating group could be drawn. Then, both reviewers evaluated all solutions independently. Afterwards, any discrepancies in the ratings were discussed and resolved.
Qualitative feedback
The participants were asked to give suggestions to improve the visualization they used for solving the tasks. Due to space constraints, we only list the Top 3 for each group.
In the Flat Group , five users noted that some labels representing the request count overlapped such that they were forced to get the count by hovering over the communication line. Two users suggested to implement a sortable table for Task T2. Furthermore, two subjects disliked that the font size is not increasing when zooming out.
In the Hierarchical Group , three subjects suggested to use animations for opening and closing the systems or node groups. Two users would like to be able to highlight nodes or connections. As in the flat visualization group, one subject disliked that the font size is not increasing when zooming out. 
Analysis and results
Descriptive statistics for the results of our experiment are shown in Table 2 . Although we had three outliers, we did not remove any subjects from our analysis since the errors were comprehensible and did not result from exceptional cases. We use the two-tailed Student's t -test for our analysis which assumes normal distribution and depends on equal or unequal variances. To test for normal distribution, we use the Shapiro-Wilk test [33] which is considered more powerful [34] than, for instance, the KolmogorovSmirnov test [35] . We conduct a Levene test [36] to check for equal or unequal variances. The effect size is a quantitative measure of the strength of a phenomenon. For each type of effect-size, a larger absolute value always indicates a stronger effect. In our evaluation, the effect size for correctness is an order of magnitude higher than the effect size for the time spent.
We used the 64-bit R package in version 3.1.3. 10 for the analysis. As supplementary packages, we utilize gplots and lawstat for drawing bar plots and for importing Levene's test functionality, 10 http://www.r-project.org. respectively. Furthermore, we chose α = 0 . 05 to check for significance. The raw data, R scripts, and results are available as part of our experimental data package [23] .
RQ1 (Time spent)
We start by checking the null hypothesis H1 0 which states that there is no difference between the flat and the hierarchical visualization in respect to the time spent on the system comprehension tasks. The box plot for the time spent is displayed on the left side of Fig. 9 . Table 2 shows the differences between the mean values of Flat Group and Hierarchical Group .
The Shapiro-Wilk test for normal distribution in each group succeeds and hence we assume normal distribution of our data in each group. The Levene test also succeeds and thus we assume equal variances between the Flat Group and the Hierarchical Group. The Student's t -test reveals a probability value of 0.98 which is above our chosen significance level of 0.05. Therefore, we fail to reject the null hypothesis H1 0 .
RQ2 (Correctness)
Next, we check the null hypothesis H2 0 which states that there is no difference between the two groups in respect to correctness of the solutions. A box plot for the overall correctness in each group is shown on the right side of Fig. 9 .
The Shapiro-Wilk test for the Flat Group succeeds and hence we assume normal distribution in this group. The test fails for the Hierarchical Group . Therefore, we plotted a histogram and looked at the actual distribution. Most points are near 100% and the rest follows a normal distribution to the left side. Since 100% imposes a natural cutoff for the task correctness and the rest of the values are normal distributed, we also assume normal distribution for this group. The Levene test succeeds and thus we assume equal variances between both groups. The Student's t -test reveals a probability value of 0.02 which is below our chosen significance level of 0.05. As a result, we reject H2 0 in favor of the alternative hypothesis H2 ( t -test t = −2.4102, df = 27, p = 0.02303). 
Task-based analysis
The results for the time spent are not statistically significant. Hence, there is no statistical evidence for a difference in the time spent meaning it could be equal or even be different. However, it is likely that the impact of using a flat or hierarchical visualization is negligible in terms of time spent. Whether one group took a few seconds less, usually not of interest. In terms of task correctness, the Hierarchical Group outperformed the Flat Group by 14%. This difference is statistically significant in our experiment.
Since the time spent is negligibly different or equal, and the correctness of the solutions are higher in the hierarchical visualization, we conclude that using the hierarchical visualization provides more benefits than the flat visualization.
To investigate the reasons for this circumstance, we conducted an in-depth analysis of the recorded user sessions and looked for the employed strategies and typical sources of error. In the following, these findings are described ( Fig. 10 ) .
T1 (Identification of critical dependencies)
Both groups used the same strategy to find the three applications with a high fan-in. At first, the subjects got a general idea of the software landscape looking at its coarse-grained structure. Then, they zoomed in such that they can read the application labels and moved the view until they discovered the wanted applications. Some of the participants began their search from one side (left or right) such that they only needed to go over the landscape once. Others started at a random position and therefore, had to go over the landscape twice if they did not find the wanted applications.
A source of error in this task was the distinction between applications and nodes. We observed this confusion more in the Flat Group than in the Hierarchical Group which could be a reason for the 17% higher task correctness in the hierarchical visualization group. Since the hierarchical visualization group uses more hierarchies, the participants in this group might be more aware of the differences between each abstraction level.
A further possible reason for the higher task correctness might be that the hierarchical landscape visualization is more compact since node groups are closed and thus take less space.
T2 (Potential bottleneck detection)
Since the presentation of request labels are different in each experiment group, each group used a different strategy.
Subjects in the Flat Group again started from one side of the landscape visualization searching for the label with the highest request count. Sometimes the labels overlapped and the participants hovered over the communication line to get the number as popup.
The Hierarchical Group zoomed out to get an overview where the thickest communication lines are located. They hovered over these lines to get the actual request count and to form the descending order. Interestingly, the subjects often only distinguished between small and larger lines (4 steps of line thickness were visualized). Therefore, they also looked at medium sized lines instead of only looking at the largest lines.
In respect to time spent and task correctness, the Hierarchical Group outperformed the Flat Group in both metrics. One reason for this circumstance might be that in the flat visualization the manual search for the highest request count can be error-prone in respect to finding and in respect to the descending order.
T3 (Scalability evaluation)
In this task, both groups used the same strategy to find duplicated applications at the beginning. Participants from both groups formed the visual query for applications that are named equally and run on different nodes. The Flat Group succeeded with this query since the visualization only contains nodes and applications and no closed node group entities. In contrast, the Hierarchical Group did not find such applications since the node groups are closed by default. Often they realized this circumstance after going through the whole landscape without finding any duplicate applications and then they looked for the node groups. Only a few subjects in the hierarchical visualization looked for the node group entity right from the start.
From our expectations, the Hierarchical Group should have outperformed the Flat Group . However, the opposite happened. While the task correctness is roughly equal, the time spent was larger due to the wrong visual query in the beginning. Therefore, the introduced node groups abstraction confused the subjects in this task. We attribute this to a first time use and properly this behavior changes in long-term usage.
A further reason for the good performance of the Flat Group originates from our layout which visually grouped nodes running duplicated applications instead of distributing the nodes over the whole landscape. Otherwise, the comparison of applications would have been much harder in this group.
T4 (Service analysis)
Both groups followed the same strategy for describing the purpose of the WWWPrint application. First, the subjects had to search the application. After finding it, they looked at the communication lines and the connected applications. Then, they reasoned about the purpose on the basis of the application names and their connections. Additionally, the introduction sheet provided hints about the meaning of certain terms, e.g., LDAP .
In average, the Hierarchical Group required 30 s more time for this task. Since the visualization of the WWWPrint node is similar -except communication lines -, we expected an equal timing for this task. Therefore, we also looked at the median which actually reveals an roughly equal time spent. The average is influenced by two outliers (User 5 and User 25 -both taking around 6 min.). One source of error in this task was overlooking the connection to LDAP and thus not detected that WWWPrint requires authen-tication. We observed this behavior more often in the Flat Group than in the Hierarchical Group which might be a reason for the higher task correctness.
T5 (Risk management)
Again, both groups had the same strategy. First, they searched for the LDAP application. Afterwards, they followed the communication lines backward to find the services which would fail when LDAP fails.
Similar to Task T4, we expected an equal or lower time spent in this task since the layout is more compact in the Hierarchical Group . However, the time spent is 25 seconds higher in average. In the median, it is actually 25 s lower than the time spent by the Flat Group , again influenced by User 25 who took about 16 min.
A typical source of error in this task was not describing the purpose of the potentially failing services. We did not observe any difference in the occurrence of this behavior between the two groups which possibly led to the similar task correctness.
Summary
In summary, we observed three issues leading to a higher time spent or lower task correctness in the Flat Group . The subjects mistook nodes for applications. This happened also in the Hierarchical Group but less frequently. Furthermore, when space became narrow, the request labels overlapped. This led to manually hovering over the connection to get the actual request count. The third issue is related to the layout that was inherently larger due to the absence of abstractions, i.e., especially a node group abstraction. Therefore, the Flat Group often required more time to find entities.
Subjects in the Hierarchical Group often did not utilize the node group abstraction efficiently right from the start. Therefore, this abstraction imposes a non-zero learning curve.
One general issue which affected both groups was that some participants mixed up the direction of the communication which goes from top to bottom in our layout. They sometimes thought it would go from bottom to top. This issue could probably be solved by an always visible legend.
Threats to validity
In this section, we discuss the threats to internal and external validity [37] [38] [39] that might have influenced our results.
Internal validity
We split the internal validity into three parts for our experiment: threats concerning the subjects, the tasks, and miscellaneous threats.
Subjects. The subjects might not have been sufficiently competent. Most participants rated themselves as having regular programming experience which should be sufficient for our task set.
A further threat is that the experience of the subjects might not have been fairly distributed across the Flat Group and the Hierarchical Group . This threat is mitigated by randomly assigning the participants to each group. We checked that the random assignment resulted in a fairly distributed self-assessed experience. The concrete numbers were already described in Section 4.1.5 .
The subjects might not have been properly motivated which imposes another threat to validity of our experiment. The students were not forced to take part in the experimenter since in addition to the lottery, the students received only bonus points which are not required to pass the exam. Furthermore, while watching the recorded user sessions, we did not encounter any unmotivated user behavior. Tasks. One task-related threat is that the solutions were incorrectly rated or a reviewer might have been biased towards one experiment group. We mitigated this threat by employing a blind review process. Before the actual reviewing process took place, the solutions were mixed by a script such that no trace to the originating group was possible for the reviewers. Then, two reviewers independently reviewed each solution. Afterwards, the seldom discrepancies in the ratings were discussed. These discrepancies were at most one point suggesting a high inter-rater reliability. The tasks might have been too difficult which imposes another threat to validity. However, subjects from both groups achieved the maximum score in each task. The average perceived task difficulty is shown in Table 3 . Since the average rating of each task is never difficult (4) or too difficult (5), we conclude that the difficulty of each task was appropriate.
Another threat is that the tasks might have been biased towards one type of visualization. Since the average perceived task difficulty only differs significantly in T2 and T3 between both groups, at least the other tasks are not biased towards one type of visualization. Task T2 was perceived easier in the Hierarchical Group and Task T3 was perceived harder in this group. Therefore, we conclude that this potential bias is fairly distributed between the two experiment groups.
Miscellaneous.
The possible different quality of the tutorials impose another threat to validity. In both groups, the teams had the possibility to continue to use the tutorial until they felt confident in their understanding of the semantics. In addition, both groups had the same tutorial text except the hierarchical abstractions in the Hierarchical Group.
The too loose or strict time constraints might have influenced the results of our experiment. However, both groups had the same average perceived time pressure (Level 2). Therefore, we assume that the time pressure was well fitted for the tasks.
External validity
Our experiment only involved one single object landscape. Since this is usually not representative for all available software landscapes, further experiments with different object landscapes should be conducted.
Another threat concerns the system comprehension tasks, which might not reflect real tasks. Unfortunately, we did not find any task frameworks for composing system comprehension tasks for software landscapes. We also took a look at program comprehension task frameworks, e.g., the framework by Pacione et al. [40] . However, we could not adapt the tasks in a reasonable way. Therefore, we used our present knowledge about software landscapes to made up tasks in interesting contexts from real usage scenarios.
Only students participated in our experiment. Professionals might act differently which could result in a different outcome of our experiment. To investigate the impact of this threat, further controlled experiments should be conducted. To lower the setup effort f or such experiment s, our experiment al design can be reused.
Evaluation of application-level visualization in ExplorViz
For evaluating the application-level visualization of ExplorViz, we summarize the results of controlled experiments for comparing ExplorViz with the Extravis trace visualization approach in Section 5.1 , for employing physical 3D-printed ExplorViz models in Section 5.2 , and for exploring 3D ExplorViz models in virtual reality in Section 5.3 .
Comparing ExplorViz with the Extravis trace visualization approach
We performed controlled experiments with 80 subjects to compare the trace visualization tools Extravis and ExplorViz for program comprehension tasks [41] . We replicated the first controlled experiment with a second one targeting a differently sized software system.
Cornelissen et al. [1, 42] conducted a controlled experiment which provides quantitative, empirical evidence that the additional availability of a trace visualization tool (Extravis [43] ) can provide benefits with respect to time and correctness over using sole static analysis in program comprehension tasks. In our experiments, we expanded upon the controlled experiment of Cornelissen et al. to compare different trace visualization techniques for program comprehension through controlled experiments. Specifically, we investigated whether Extravis provides the most efficient and effective solution to typical program comprehension tasks compared to other trace visualization tools.
For our comparison, we employ Extravis using circular bundling and a massive sequence view with the application-level visualization in ExplorViz, as introduced in Section 2.2 . Extravis focuses on the visualization of one large execution trace. For this purpose, it utilizes two interactive, linked views: the circular bundle view and the massive sequence view.
Circular bundle view. The centered visualization of Extravis is the circular bundle view (
in Fig. 11 ). The classes are arranged at the inner circle. Due to the high number of classes in the analyzed software system PMD 11 (279 visualized classes), the names of the classes are only visible through tooltips on the respective entity. The outer circles represent the packages of PMD. In the inner field of the circle, the method calls between classes is represented by lines. The names of the method calls are visible by hovering over these lines. Extravis utilizes color coding for the direction of the visualized communication. In its default setting, green represents outgoing calls and red expresses incoming calls. The width of each line corresponds to the call frequency of the method. The application-level perspective visualization of PMD in ExplorViz was displayed in Fig. 2 , Section 2.2 .
Extravis follows a hierarchical, bottom-up strategy [44] , i.e., all packages show their internal details at the beginning. It is possible to close packages and thus hide the contained classes to gain further insights into the global structure of the visualized software system. Furthermore, edge bundling provides hints about strong relationships between packages. The communication between two classes can be filtered by marking both classes. This selection highlights the method calls in the massive sequence view. In addition to displaying the communication direction, Extravis enables 11 https://pmd.github.io/.
switching to a chronological trace analysis ( ) by changing the semantics of the line colors. In this mode, color is globally used for representing the occurrence in time of the method call in the trace. In its default setting, dark blue represents the oldest method call and yellow corresponds to the newest method call.
Massive sequence view. The massive sequence view ( ) visualizes the method calls over time similar to a compressed UML sequence diagram. On top, the classes and packages are displayed and their method calls are listed beneath. The direction of the communication is color coded as in the circular bundle view. The massive sequence view enables to filter the method calls according to a time window from point A in a trace to point B in a trace. This filtering restricts the massive sequence view and the circular bundle view to only contain method calls within the selected time window. A further feature of Extravis is a history of the previously selected time windows ( ).
Experiment results. Fig. 12 , left-hand side, displays a box plot for the time spent in both experiments. Fig. 12 , right-hand side, shows a box plot for the overall correctness in both experiments. The analysis of the results reveals a significant higher correctness for users of ExplorViz in both experiments. We concluded that the effect of using ExplorViz for solving typical program comprehension tasks leads to a significant increase in correctness and in less or similar time spent on the tasks in comparison to using Extravis. Although subjects spent similar time on program comprehension tasks with both tools for a small-sized system, analyzing a larger software system resulted in a significant efficiency advantage of 28% less time spent by using ExplorViz. Concerning the effectiveness (correct solutions for program comprehension tasks), we observed a significant improvement of correctness for both object system sizes of 39 and 61% with ExplorViz. For a detailed presentation and analysis of these experiments refer to [41] .
Besides our own replication of the first experiment, we provide a package containing all our experimental data to facilitate the verifiability, reproducibility and further extensibility of our presented results [45] . It contains the employed version of ExplorViz (including source code and manual), input files, tutorial materials, questionnaires, R scripts, datasets of the raw data and results, and 80 screen recordings of the user sessions. We explicitly invite other researches to compare their trace visualizations with ExplorViz and we provide as complete material as possible to lower the effort for setting up similar experiments.
Employing physical 3D-printed ExplorViz models
Although 3D visualizations can deliver more information compared to 2D visualizations due to its additional dimension, it is often difficult for users to navigate in 3D spaces using a 2D screen and a 2D input device [46] . As a consequence, users may get disoriented [47] and thus the advantages of the third dimension may be abolished.
Traditional engineering disciplines overcome these issues by building solid, physical 3D models of their designs. Beneath resolving navigation issues, the physical models are used for better presentation, comprehension, and communication among stakeholders. We intend to transfer these advantages to software engineering by building physical models following the 3D software city metaphor through 3D printing.
Physical models take significant effort to be produced [48] , but they provide a plethora of future research possibilities. We envision several potential usage scenarios for physical models which we will discuss in the following subsections. 
Program comprehension in teams
Gestures support in thinking and communication processes [49] . Since physical models are more accessible than 2D screens and provide a natural interaction possibility, they might increase the gesticulation of users. This might lead to faster and better understanding when applied in a team-based program comprehension scenario due to its supporting nature. Furthermore, the advantages might increase when applied in larger teams. Since software systems are often changing, the model should only be printed for special occasions, e.g., a new developer team or upcoming major refactorings.
We evaluated the impact of using physical 3D ExplorViz models on program comprehension in teams through a controlled experiment [50] . Fig. 13 displays our physical 3D-printed and manually painted ExplorViz model of PMD that we employed for the experiment. In our experiment, we compare the usage of the onscreen model of Fig. 2 (visualized on a plain 2D screen) to the usage of a physical model in Fig. 13 for program comprehension in small teams. To investigate the impact of using physical models in each task and the reasons for this impact, we conducted an in depth analysis of the camera and screen recordings of 112 subjects. To summarize the impact of using physical models in our task set: Two tasks (concept location and design understanding) were positively influenced by the physical model. In contrast, structural understanding was negatively influenced. The achieved correctness in metric-based analysis increased with the physical model but also the time spent increased, leading to no clear statement of the impact. We observed that the physical models improved the teambased program comprehension process for specific tasks by initiating gesture-based interaction. For further additional details about the experiment, we refer to [48, 50] .
To facilitate the verifiability and reproducibility of our results, we provide a package containing all our data including the raw data and 112 recordings of the participant sessions [51] .
Educational visualization
A further usage scenario is the usage of 3D models for educational purposes. Like an anatomic skeleton model used in a biology course, 3D models of design patterns, architectural styles, or reference architectures could be 3D-printed. Advantages include the possibly increased interest of the students and due to a 3D visualization and the possibility to touch the model, there might be a higher chance to remain in memory. Further interaction possibilities, e.g., plugging mechanisms, with the 3D model could be developed to support the learning process of the students.
Effort visualization in customer dialog
A further potential field of application are dialogs with customers. Customers often see the GUI as the program since the actual program logic code is often invisible for them. Therefore, the -possible large -effort to add a feature or to refactor the code is also often invisible for them. Presenting a physical 3D model of the status quo and another physical 3D model of the desired state, might convince the customer of the effort of the required change. This could also be achieved with two on-screen software visualizations but a touchable and solid 3D model might provide higher conviction.
Exploring 3D ExplorViz models in virtual reality
Another solution candidate for the above-mentioned navigation issue in 3D spaces is Virtual Reality (VR) [52] . VR can employ the natural perception of spatial locality of users and thus provide advantages for 3D visualization [53, 54] . In addition to stereoscopic [55, 56] display, natural interaction beyond the 2D mouse provides advantages, e.g., creativity can be enhanced by walking around [57] . However, it relies on -sometimes expensive -extra equipment which has to be purchased and might not function in every environment.
We extended ExplorViz with a VR approach to explore ExplorViz visualizations following the 3D software city metaphor by using a head-mounted display and gesture-based interaction. As head-mounted display, we employed the Oculus Rift , 12 Development Kit Version 1. Fig. 15 shows the user's view. Head rotation leads to viewpoint rotation in the virtual space. Hence, users only need to rotate their head to view surrounding model elements instead of moving them to the center of a firm viewpoint.
For gesture recognition, we use the Microsoft Kinect v2 for Windows . 13 It contains a depth camera and can be used as body tracker. There are two basic concepts for designing gesture-based movement actions. The first concept is commonly used by control sticks in game controllers. A user performs a gesture and holds the position at a boundary. While she or he holds this position, the movement is conducted continuously into the implied direction. The second concept is a direct mapping between the hand movement and the movement actions in the model, similar to how a computer mouse works. In our prior tests, users familiarized with a direct mapping faster than with the first concept. Furthermore, participants working with the continuous movement sometimes tried to manipulate the model as if they would use a direct mapping approach. Thus, we discarded the first concept and designed our gestures with a direct mapping of hand to manipulation.
In an iterative process, we realized the following gestures for interaction with the ExplorViz visualization in VR. Fig. 16 a shows Fig. 15 . View on the software city of PMD through the Oculus Rift. the gesture for moving the model. The user lifts the right hand, clenches into a fist, and then moves the object. Fig. 16 b shows the design rotating the model. It is very similar to the translation gesture and only differs in using the left hand. Fig. 16 c shows the design for zooming. The gesture is derived from real life interaction similar to rowing. The gesture maps to pulling and pushing the model towards or away from the viewer. To select an entity in the software city model, the user raises his right hand, and quickly closes and opens it.
As evaluation, we conducted structured interviews where eleven participants had to solve three program comprehension tasks and rate the usability of the used gestures and general VR experience for program comprehension. The participants of our interviews rated the developed gestures for translation, rotation, and selection as highly usable. However, our zooming gesture was less favored. In general, the subjects see potential for virtual reality in program comprehension. For further additional details about the experiment and the empirical evaluation, we refer to [52] .
To facilitate the verifiability and reproducibility of our results, we provide a package containing all our evaluation data including source code, raw data, and eleven video recordings of the participant sessions [58] .
Related work
In this section, we describe related work concerning landscape visualization, application visualization and experiments in the context of software visualizations.
Landscape-level visualizations
Web Services Navigator [59] provides 2D graph visualizations of the communication of web services. Streamsight [60] visualizes cooperating distributed components of streaming applications. In contrast to both tools, our approach aims at general software landscapes and introduces interactive explorable hierarchies to provide a higher visual scalability.
APM tools also often provide a visualization of a software landscape. Most APM tools do not provide different abstraction levels at the software landscape visualization. Furthermore, if the APMtool allows detailed analysis of one application, the used visualization often is a tree-based viewer, which can hinder the analysis of traces with thousands of events.
Briand et al. [61] utilize UML sequence diagrams to visualize Remote Procedure Calls by adding a hostname to the object representation. Single method calls are shown in the diagrams. In contrast, we provide a single relation entity between communicating applications and therefore a higher visual scalability.
RanCorr [62] visualizes the dependencies between applications in a root cause analysis scenario. The root cause probability of each application is visualized by a color-coding. In contrast to them, our approach uses hierarchies to provide a higher visual scalability.
VisuSniff [63] shows the communication between servers. In contrast to our approach, they visualize every communication path on each port and protocol. Therefore, communicating servers often have several connected communication lines and thus the visualization does not scale to large software landscapes.
In relation to our hierarchical visualization, we did not find any tool providing the same hierarchy concepts as we use in our visualization.
Application-level visualizations
Knight and Munro [64] were the first to transfer the city metaphor to software visualization. In their visualization Software World , the buildings represent methods, and classes are mapped to districts.
Panas et al. [65] developed a city metaphor where classes are mapped to buildings and a city represents one package. They focused on providing a visualization looking as real as possible, e.g., with trees and photo-realistic textures.
Wettel and Lanza [66] created the tool CodeCity which also uses the city metaphor. In addition to Panas et al. [65] , they use the width and depth of the buildings to represent, for instance, the amount of attributes of a class. Furthermore, the package hierarchy is represented by stacking districts similar to our ExplorViz visualization.
EvoSpaces, developed by Alam and Dugerdil [67] , introduces a day and night mode utilizing the city metaphor. While the day mode provides information gathered from static analysis, the night mode displays dynamic information as connections between each building.
Imsovision [68] aims at representing object-oriented software in a virtual reality environment. The user is tracked with electromagnetic sensors attached to the shutter glasses and a wand which is used for the 3D navigation.
SkyscrapAR [69] is an augmented reality approach employing the city metaphor to visualize software evolution. The user can interact with a physical marker platform in an intuitive way while the actual visualization can be seen only on the monitor.
In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, ExplorViz enables the user to create physical models and to use virtual-reality equipment for intuitive navigation.
Experiments comparing to the state of the art
Marcus et al. [70] conducted an experiment comparing their sv3D tool to an IDE and a text file containing metrics values. The experiment resulted in sv3D not decreasing the task correctness. In respect to time, the sv3D group performed worse than the control group which -according to the authors -originates from using a new technology.
Quante [71] performed a controlled experiment for the evaluation of dynamic object process graphs. They failed to reject the null hypothesis that the availability of dynamic object process graphs support program comprehension in general.
Cornelissen [1] investigated the impact of using solely Eclipse to using Eclipse with additional access to the trace visualization Extravis for solving program comprehension tasks. The group with additional access to Extravis had a decrease in time spent and an increase in task correctness.
Wettel et al. [30] compare the usage of CodeCity to using Eclipse and Excel on two object systems (Azureus and Findbugs) in a controlled experiment. The CodeCity group achieved a statistically significant decrease in time completion and an increase in task correctness.
In contrast to the above mentioned experiments, our experiment operates on the software landscape level and not on the application level.
Experiments comparing software visualizations
Storey et al. [7] compared three software visualizations in an experiment. They present a detailed discussion of the tools' usage but provide no quantitative results.
Lange and Chaudron [72] investigated the benefits of their enriched UML views by comparing them to traditional UML diagrams. Contrary, we compare two landscape visualizations.
Conclusions and outlook
ExplorViz provides a hierarchical and multi-level visualization approach for solving system comprehension tasks for large software landscapes and individual software applications. To evaluate our hierarchical and multi-level visualization approach, we conducted four controlled experiments.
For evaluating our hierarchical landscape abstraction, we presented two different types of software landscape visualizations, i.e., a flat and a hierarchical one. The flat visualization was derived from concepts currently found in commercial APM tools. Our hierarchical landscape visualization extends this state-of-the-art visualization by abstractions, i.e., systems, node groups, and thickness of communication links representing the request count. We conducted a controlled experiment to investigate which visualization type supports solving system comprehension tasks more effectively or efficiently. Our experiment resulted in a statistically significant increase of 14% task correctness in the hierarchical visualization group for system comprehension tasks. The time used by the participants on the tasks did not differ significantly. To evaluate the benefits of a visualization, both metrics must be combined. Since the time spent is approximately equal and the task correctness is improved by our hierarchical visualization, it provides a valuable enhancement to the current state of the art in landscape visualizations in the context of system comprehension. During our analysis, we identified some challenges encountered by the participants in both visualizations types. Some subjects mistook nodes for applications. This happened more frequently in the Flat Group than in the Hierarchical Group . Furthermore, some participants from the Hierarchical Group did not utilize the node group abstraction efficiently right from the start. A further challenge was imposed by the flow-based layout. Some participants from both groups sometimes mixed up the direction of the communication.
The ExplorViz 3D application-level visualization of applications is empirically evaluated with a comparison to the Extravis approach, with physical models and in virtual reality. For the comparison with Extravis, we observed that the effect of using ExplorViz for solving program comprehension tasks leads to a significant increase in correctness and in less or similar time spent on the tasks in comparison to using Extravis. We observed that the physical models improved the team-based program comprehension process for specific tasks, but not for all tasks, by initiating gesture-based interaction. The participants of our virtual reality experiment with ExplorViz rated the realized gestures for translation, rotation, and selection as highly usable. However, our zooming gesture was less favored. In general, the subjects see potential for virtual reality in program comprehension.
The results backup our claim that our hierarchical and multilevel approach enhances the current state of the art in landscape and application visualization for better software system comprehension, including new forms of interaction with physical models and virtual reality.
To facilitate the verifiability and reproducibility for replications and further experiments [73] , we provide packages containing all our experimental data for the four experiments [23, 45, 51, 58] .
The experiments gave us precious insights on how users actually perceive and interact with the visualization. Based on the results, we decided to enhance our visualization by an always visible legend and to enhance our tutorial with more introductions to the abstractions to flatten the learning curve.
As future work, our experiment could be replicated for increased external validity [74] . Especially, it should be conducted with professionals as test subjects. Since our experiments investigated first time use, the results might be different in long term usage. This should be addressed in further experiments.
For our visualization of software landscapes and applications, future work could investigate the usage of new visual metaphors to further enhance the visualization. New perspectives on employing physical models [50] and virtual reality [52] could be further explored. The resulting visualizations should be compared to each other and to our hierarchical software landscape visualization in controlled experiments where our experiment design can be reused to ensure lower setup costs of such experiments.
ExplorViz provides a component-based [18] 3D visualization of applications. Microservices-based [75] applications are structured into independently deployable, distributed self-contained smaller systems. Such architectures blur the boundaries of landscapes and applications. The new (commercial) monitoring tool Instana, 14 for instance, is specifically designed for monitoring such microservices-based systems. Instana provides a 3D visualization on the landscape level. It would be interesting to investigate how 3D visualizations could be beneficial on ExplorViz' landscape level, in combination with the 3D visualization on the application level.
